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Big Fishes and Little Fishes
• Hugh Zachary
Fran was watching from the dark
sand beach of the sound when her
husband shot the porpoise. The out-
going autumn flood tide wrapped
small ripples around her bare feet.
The water held its summer warmth.
The sun was golden, brilliant in skies
washed clean by the first hint of cold
Arctic air which, in passing, had
made the Indian summer softness
more blessed, more lovingly accept-
able as the last caress of a season be-
gun in joyful anticipation, ending
in a glacial advance of irresistible
doubt.
Behind her, on stilted pilings black
with creosote, was her home. She
had come to it just four months past
to be touched, to be cherished, to be
loved, to build with Jimmy's sand a
rock on which they could stand to-
gether, and she had failed. Inside
her, never far from her thoughts, was
a seed. The seed had been planted
not in love but in brutal selfishness.
Before her, borrowing sunlight to
glow toward the low island on the
waterway which cut between the
beach and the swamps of the Ocean
County mainland, was the narrow
sound. Its mirror surface was brok-
en only by the slow movement of
Jimmy's skiff until the porpoises
came. They flowed like bubbles in oil.
Ahead of them, startled mullet leaped
a frantic ballet of escape from the
sea's cycle of life and death.
The leading porpoise cleared the
water in black grace. Fran saw,
snapped into her eyes with shutter-
like swiftness, a friendly, comical face
with a permanent grin. The splash of
the porpoise's fall brought her hus-
band's head around, diverting his at-
tention from the mullet net which he
was closing into a circle with soft-
drawn oars. She could not see the
scowl on his face, but she knew it
was there.
The porpoises stitched a circuit of
the skiff and the closing net. A gap of
ten yards between the floating and
end staffs of the net allowed entrance
to the lead porpoise. Fran gasped as
her husband dropped his oars and
reached for his rifle, wrapped in plas-
tic against salt water corrosion on
the front seat of the skiff.
"No!" she breathed as Jimmy un-
wrapped the weapon. Mullet danced
through the unclosed gate of the net.
The porpoise surfaced with the tail
of a fish disappearing into its mouth.
When next the black back cleared
water, yards away from the skiff, the
crack of the rifle came to her. The
report jumped from the dunes of the
beach to the woods of the mainland
and back. She fancied that she heard
the porpoise cry out, a gruff, sur-
prised sound which caused her heart
to leap.
"No," she repeated. Water threshed
into foamed death agony and then
was still. The porpoise rolled onto its
side and floated. Jimmy was still
standing, jerking another round into
the chamber of the rifle. When the
second porpoise hit the skiff, he
fought to regain his balance and
dropped his rifle clattering to the hot-
tom of the boat. Fran heard a dull
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thud of solidity against wood. The
porpoise flashed away and back,
swimming on the surface. Again there
came the dull, pathetic sound.
Jimmy lowered his brawny body
to the seat and reached for the oars.
The next impact was near the stern
of the boat. It skewed the light craft
around. Jimmy picked up the rifle
and another sharp crack made its
echoing transit to the dunes, to the
woods and back again. The porpoise
thudded against wood. The man
fought the jammed mechanism of the
rifle, dropped it, pulled mightily on
the oars, and headed the skiff for the
beach.
The porpoise swam circles around
the laboring man, leaping to the at-
tack with stubborn regularity as the
boat made slow passage toward the
woman, standing ankle deep in the
water. Jimmy's face was white and
perspiration beaded his forehead
when he reached the safety of shoal-
ing water and leaped to drag the
skiff up on the sand.
"Look," Fran said. The porpoise
was ripping holes in the floating net.
"That damned fish tried to kill
me," Jimmy said. He pried the de-
fective shell from the chamber of the
rifle with his pocket knife. He re-
loaded and aimed at the flashing back
of the porpoise, still making short
runs into the ruins of the net. Fran
hit his arm and the shot went wide.
He backhanded her onto the sand.
She lay still on the dampness. Her
hand, directed by sudden fear, went
to her stomach, Jimmy levered three
quick shots at the porpoise, but it
was streaking through the neck of the
sound where constriction speeded the
flow of the falling tide into a swift
current. The dead porpoise was float-
ing in the same direction. Jimmy put
a shot into the carcass and turned to
glower down on Fran.
"Get up." Standing over her, his
shoulders were as broad as the world.
His hands cupped the rifle as if it
were a toy. A two-day growth of
beard added grimness to his face.
"Damned fool," he said. She fol-
lowed him to the hoijse and watched
him drink thirsty gulps from the bot-
tle beside the sink.
"You didn't have to shoot it," she
said in a burst of courage, cringing
back as he turned to face her. He
grunted and sat heavily at the table.
The chair creaked under his weight.
He was a big man, hard and massive-
ly muscled. Fran went to the stove
and dished food into a plate to put
before him.
"You do anything crazy like that
again, I'll belt you," he said through
a bite.
Fear was a rank growth within her,
back, after an absence of four months,
to bring with it the sickening lurch
of stomach, the quickened breathing.
She turned from the table and went
to lie on the bed. The crocheted bed-
spread, tediously crafted by her dead
mother against the day of her mar-
riage, was rough against her face. At
the foot of the bed two large spots
marred a delicate pattern, beach tar
from Jimmy's shoes. After a while
she raised herself on one elbow and
looked out the window to the sound.
The dead porpoise had been caught
in a tide eddy and was lodged on the
island near the neck leading to the
inlet.
Jimmy's heavy footsteps in the hall
jerked her to a sitting position. He
was in the doorway and it was too
late to separate herself from the bed,
the symbol which, combined with her
presence, stimulated an inevitable re-
action. Fran sighed and submitted.
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She kept her mind blank. Jimmy had
never allowed her to give her love in
return.
She smoothed the wrinkles in her
dress and sat on the edge of the bed
looking at her husband's face. It was
frozen in its unreadable mask. Once
she had taken the lack of life on Jim-
my's face for taciturn self-assurance.
His eyes were closed. His hands were
clenched lightly, his breathing heavy
and regular. She was reminded of her
brief courtship, Jimmy strong and
silent, sitting with her on the decay-
ing porch of her father's shack. She
remembered the awkward way he had
touched her, using the strength in his
arms with a carefulness which was
easily mistaken for tenderness. He
would come calling with the old
black-and-tan 'coon dog trailing at
his heels. She knew, after four
months, that the dog should have
warned her. The ragged, old animal
carried his tail low, cringing behind
his master in cowed obedience. Now
she was like the old dog, trained in
fear to obey instantly and without
question.
Ah, God, she appealed, couldn't it
have been different? Her mother had
told her, "Man is man and woman
is to serve, to be a good wife, to
cook, to sew, to bear the young."
That was so long ago, and the books
she had read at the school in Ocean
City had said it was different. In
the books, people laughed at meals
and visited exciting places such as
Yellowstone National Park, some-
where in the great west it was.
The sun came in through the win-
dow". There was an autumnal change
in its light: warm, yet faded of sum-
mer brilliance. Soon the northeasters
would blow and skin ice would form
on the rain puddles. The waterfowl
crowding the sheltered creeks would
move on, leaving her to the cold and
dampness in a house which would be-
come, until spring picked the locks,
a prison.
She was a frail girl, twenty-one
since the day following the summer
solstice. She was a child of summer,
and the season was changing. She
walked to the window and watched
the sound change from silver to dark-
ness. In the last light, she saw the
porpoise. He, she assigned the male
role to it automatically because of
the ferociousness of its attack on the
skiff, was alone, a recurring flitting
of darker black on the darkling
sound. The tide had lowered the wat-
er into a narrow channel, and the
dead porpoise was high and dry on
the island. She watched the live por-
poise prowl until, in hopelessness she
felt, it threaded its way back to the
inlet and turned oceanward. She
thought of the immensity of the
ocean. Ah, God, she thought, it is a
big ocean. There are all the big fishes
and the little fishes. They live and
they are eaten and they die to sift
down onto the cold ocean floor.
She shook her head to dispel the
mood. There was supper to be cooked
and, after all, it was only a fish,
only a poor, dumb fish which had
been eaten by a bigger fish. He, the
live one, would forget. He would go
back to his gambols to find a new
mate. Fish were not bound by the
laws of God and man.
There was freshly caught flounder
in the freezer. She fried potatoes and
hush-puppies. She made herself a
salad because she had to eat right
for the baby. It was good to have
someone dear to think about.
The rich summer cottage owners
had left the beach. The fish, too, were
going south. Along the strand, just
past the first breaker line, they
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crowded. You could see them in the
transparency of wave tops, thousands
and thousands of living wiggles rid-
ing the southward drift, a multitudi-
nous streak of quick black just be-
low the surface of the water. Jimmy
had his haul net out. Through an in-
tricate arrangement of anchors and
pulleys he tapped the fish river, using
his battered jeep to pull the net, load-
ing the market boxes with hundreds
of pounds of fish. Fran helped pick
fish from the net, tossing them in
flipping heaps onto the sand to be
collected.
Once a porpoise came inside the
closing arc of the net, leaped high,
and flashed away. Jimmy cursed it as
the same one which had attacked
him in the sound. Fran knew that
it was a different one. It was late,
sunset. The first porpoise would be
prowling the sound, swimming past
a dwindling pile of bones left by the
crabs and the vultures on the island.
She continued picking fish from the
net without speaking, and Jimmy
turned his unchanging scowl on the
mending of a shark hole in the ny-
lon mesh. The days continued to
shorten. The first of the northeasters
ruined fishing for two days, and then
the sun made one last rally to return
golden days to the beach.
On a Saturday, they came to tell
her about her father. The old man
had fallen overboard from a menha-
den fishing boat. He had been pulled
aboard and pumped out, but weak-
ness had entered his lungs. He was
dying.
"All right," she told them when
they said the old man was asking for
her. "All right."
She put on her black dress. Jimmy
was watching television, sprawled in
his imitation leather reclining chair.
"I'm ready," she said. He made no
response. "Would you take me now?"
"No."
"Jimmy, my father is dying."
"The way that old man treated you,
you care if he's dying?"
She sat down on the couch. She
didn't have much reason to love the
old man, had never had reason, had
even less reason after the death of
her mother when she was twelve. She
bore scars to attest to the old man's
brand of love.
"My father is dying." There was
no change in her voice.
"You want to see that old man,
you walk," Jimmy said.
She drew on a light coat and
walked up the beach road. A fisher-
man stopped for her, and after hav-
ing his advances refused by her sim-
ple statement that she was going to
see her dying father, he let her ride
in silence to the shack on the marsh
outside of Ocean City.
The old man's white stubble of
beard was bristly around his lax
mouth. His woman met Fran at the
door and nodded, dry eyed and grim.
Fran walked past her to the bed. The
old man's breathing was loud in the
room.
"Why didn't you take him to the
hospital?" she asked the woman who
had taken her mother's place without
benefit of legality.
"He wouldn't go."
"Because he didn't want to go, is
that any reason to let him lie here
and die?" It was a meaningless ques-
tion. The woman had been trained
well. It would not occur to her to go
against the wishes of her man even
if through independent action she
might save his life.
"Fran?" The old man's voice was
a croak.
"Yes, Pa."
"Fran."
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"Pa, I'm going to get a doctor."
She turned to the woman and spoke
in a fierce whisper. "Now you get
yourself down that road to the Ful-
chers' telephone and call Doc Daven-
port. Tell him to bring an ambu-
lance."
The woman ran a nervous hand
through lank hair and looked ques-
tioningly toward the bed. "Get," Fran
ordered.
Alone with her father, she busied
herself getting his things ready to go
to the hospital. The long underwear
he w^as wearing would have to do
until he could be changed into a hos-
pital gown. She collected his worn
straight razor, brush, and soap dish,
his toothbrush and dental plate clean-
er, his pipe and tobacco. Finished,
she drew a chair to the bed and
watched his labored breathing. He
heard her movements and opened his
eyes.
"Fran?"
"Yes, Pa."
"Out in the yard, under the cedar."
"Yes, Pa."
"A fruit jar."
"Yes, Pa."
"It ain't much, but it's yours."
"What is. Pa?"
"The money."
"I don't want your money, Pa."
"It's yours."
"No," she said, "it isn't mine."
"I ain't never give you much,
Fran."
"I'll remember you. Pa." She
pushed back her sleeve and showed
him the scar above her right elbow.
When she was thirteen, he had
knocked her into the fireplace. He
closed his eyes.
"It's all right, Pa," she said, re-
lenting. "I won't hold it against you."
The old man was dead before the
ambulance arrived. He was carried to
the funeral home in the old two-story
house in Ocean City. Fran rode with
the body. The woman was left sitting
in a straight back chair in the shack.
Later that night Fran rode back to
the beach with a sheriff's deputy who
had stopped by the funeral home for
a cup of coffee. When she got out of
the car, it was past midnight. A cool
wind blew from the northeast. Jimmy
was asleep, taking up so much of the
bed that she had to curl into small-
ness to lie down. She was awake, not
thinking, until light began to show in
the east. She dozed and was awakened
by Jimmy's hand shaking her. She
fixed his breakfast.
"Just because you lay out all night
baby nursing that old man is no sign
you can sleep all day," Jimmy said.
The sentence constituted the total of
their breakfast conversation. Jimmy
went to his net. The porpoise was
back in the sound. Fran watched him
humping around the channel in a
search pattern. When he gave up and
went back to the inlet, she sat down
at the kitchen table, looked at dried
egg yolk on Jimmy's plate, and cried.
She cried for the porpoise and his
endless, hopeless search. She cried
for the lost freedom of the fish, for
now he was tied to the limited waters
of the sound by loss, doomed to con-
tinue his fruitless search, intelligent
enough to feel sorrow, unable to
grasp the significance of the few
bones now scattered along the shore
of the cross sound island.
She hadn't cried since she was a
little girl. She did it sloppily, sobbing
nose-dripping, bleary-eyed, bellowed
tears onto Jimmy's plate until moist-
ure collected in a little pool dammed
up by a ridge of hardened egg yolk.
She cried until her stomach hurt and
the sobs dwindled away and the tears
ceased to be molten lava running out
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of her eyes and became clean. Long
after she stopped shaking, the tears
coursed down her sun-darkened face.
The tears stopped only when she re-
alized that she was no longer crying
for the porpoise.
She wiped her face and blew her
nose into an apron, tossed the soiled
garment onto the linoleum of the
kitchen floor, and went to the bed-
room to gather her few belongings
into the blue Navy duffel bag which
had carried her meager dowry into
the house at the beginning of the
summer. The bag wasn't heavy. She
threw it over her shoulder and start-
ed walking up the beach road. The
seagulls had moved their air patrol
from the breakers to the sound. It
would rain, but now the sun was
winning its last battle in the losing
war against the nearness of winter.
The asphalt was warm through her
thin shoes. The surf was soft, un-
touched by the light breeze. She
started humming. She had no plans
other than getting off the beach, get-
ting past Ocean City, getting out of
Ocean County. Jimmy's jeep met her
a mile from the house.
"Where do you think you're go-
ing?" he demanded.
"I don't know." There was gaiety
in her voice.
"Get in."
She walked past the jeep and con-
tinued up the road. Jimmy turned the
vehicle and brought it alongside her.
"Get in," he ordered.
"I'm leaving, Jimmy,"
"Leaving?" The word seemed in-
comprehensible to him.
"Leaving," she called over her
shoulder, not having stopped walk-
ing.
The jeep paced her while Jimmy
wrestled with the strange concept.
When the jeep jerked to a stop and
Jimmy ran around to intercept her,
she tried to walk past. His arm caught
her.
"You ain't leaving."
She had been, till then, unaware of
the intensity of the agony which had
formed her decision. It broke out
of her in a screaming, clawing at-
tempt to evade Jimmy's clutching
arms. She felt her fingernails bite
into the skin of his neck. His
arms clamped tighter and she kicked
him, trying to bring her foot high
enough to do real damage. He hit
her across the face. She staggered
backward and launched herself at
him, screaming wordlessly. He hit
her in the stomach.
When she awakened, she knew she
had lost her baby. She was empty.
She was weak and her stomach hurt.
She didn't open her eyes for a long
time. When she did, she saw a dark
face leaning toward her. She recog-
nized the Negro woman and went
back to sleep. When next she awak-
ened, Jimmy said, "You do anything
crazy like that again
—
" She shut out
the rest. She was in a rolling sea,
rocked by soft billows. There was no
horizon, only the long expanse of
rolling water with its warmth left by
the summer. She was following the
porpoise, miraculously able to keep
pace, to skip through waves with a
freedom she had never felt before.
As the gulls predicted, it rained.
A cold front blew over the strand,
taking with it the last vestige of the
dying season. From the window, Fran
could see the porpoise patiently track-
ing black glimpses up and down the
sound. She pulled herself from the
bed and started a fire in the oil space
heater. The porpoise swam to the deep
water nearest the house and beckoned
to her. It was not an intelligible ges-
ture, just a flop of his agile tail and
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a grin from his comical, friendly
face, but she knew it to be a definite
invitation.
"Poor fish," she said aloud.
"Poor baby." It was as near as she
could come to piercing the numbness
which had been engendered in her by
the ministrations of the two men in
her life, her father and her husband.
She could not feel pity for Fran, her-
self. She could feel pity for the dead
baby and the dead porpoise and all
the dead fishes, large and small. She
could feel pity, could share pity, with
the live porpoise.
The black water beast made an-
other circle toward the house. The
water, she knew, was still warm. Win-
ter would have to work overtime to
chill the summer seas. On the beach
the southward drift set up by the
northeasters would be strong. Fish
would be southing. Birds would be
pounding yielding air, outstretched
beaks pointed toward—something,
something better. All the world was
moving. Only she and the porpoise
remained, tied to the coming bleak-
ness by loss. She and the porpoise
had more to give. Others could take
the gift of the south. It was a world
of takers and givers. Being a giver,
she could never receive. Her father
had taken her childhood in brutality,
after the taking of her mother by the
biggest fish of all. Her mother had
given. Fran had given. The givers
gave and gave and gave, and their
gifts were paid in pain. The takers
had taken her baby, just as they had
taken the dead porpoise. There was
nothing left to give, nothing but the
final gift.
"Poor fish," she said to the circling
porpoise.
She had felt light and gay as she
walked up the beach road with the
Navy duffel bag over her shoulder.
Now the feeling returned.
"If you ever do anything crazy like
that again," Jimmy was always say-
ing.
She knew it was crazy, but it was
crazy beautiful. It was the last pos-
sible contribution from a born giver.
She had only herself. The porpoise
had nothing, just an expanse of emp-
ty, soon-to-be-chilled ocean. She
found the old automobile innertube
which Jimmy had given her for float-
ing in the surf. There was rumpled
slackness to its roundness, but there
would be enough air to supplement
her feeble strength. She carried the
innertube to the sound. The wind was
cold through her thin nightdress. Her
soft hair was falling from the bun,
which had been untended during the
days of her sickness. The water on her
feet was warmer than the air. She
shuddered with the chill and walked
until water was to her waist. She
lowered herself to the float.
When she had kicked to deeper
water, she put the innertube under
her arms to allow more of her body
to be warmed. The falling tide was
moving her slowly toward the con-
stricted neck of the sound. She could
see the swifter flow of the tide in the
inlet. The porpoise was not to be
seen.
"Fish," she called, her voice soft,
carrying nowhere against the wind.
The porpoise surfaced directly in
front of her. "It isn't much," she told
the porpoise, "but I'd rather you
have it."
She began to hum as the tide car-
ried her into the inlet. After the ini-
tial chill, she felt drowsy and com-
fortable. The massive tidal force fun-
neled through the inlet carried her
past banks bereft of fishermen by the
coldness of the day. She saw the por-
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poise just before she was sprayed by
the first of the breakers on the bar.
She smiled her kinship to the beast
and continued her humming. She
dreamed of floating southward into
warm air, the porpoise following.
"You do understand?" she called
to him the next time his black back
showed among the ocean swells.
Tide and wind moved her into the
sea. The southward drift caught her
and swept her past the mouth of the
inlet. She moved parallel to the shore.
The porpoise came to her, showing
his grinning snout just scant feet
away.
"I will become of the sea," she told
him. "We'll be together, you and I."
He had gulped air and was gone be-
fore she finished, but she knew that
he understood. She wondered how
long it would be before she could be
warm. Before she joined the sea, she
wanted to smell summer, feel its kiss,
hear its gentle breezes past her ears.
The porpoise nudged her. He came
at her from the offshore side, put his
snout against the innertube and
pushed. "Hi," she called gaily. The
porpoise pushed again. She reached
out to touch him and felt momentary
contact, lost when the porpoise pushed
her away.
It wasn't until a wave broke over
her head that she realized she was be-
ing pushed toward the shore. She
tried to paddle her float seaward. She
could make no progress against the
combined forces of the breakers and
the porpoise.
"No," she said, "you don't under-
stand. It's a gift. It's a gift for you."
She slipped out of the innertube
and swam. She was helpless against
the waves. They continued to push
her toward the beach. The porpoise
nudged her. She sobbed. A breaker
caught her and tumbled her gratingly
against pulverized shells and sand.
The next wave left her exhausted on
the beach with ripples tugging at her
legs. She struggled to her feet, took
two steps toward the surf in a vain
effort to rejoin the porpoise, and col-
lapsed.
"It's all I have," she screamed to
the sea and the wind and the porpoise.
The porpoise showed himself. He
was going southeastward toward open
sea in a flurry of speed. She watched
until she could no longer see him.
There was no bridge to connect the
strip of sand on which she stood with
the beach on which Jimmy had built
his house. She no longer thought of
the place as hers. The forty road miles
which separated her from a part of
her life which was over were as un-
bridgeable as the ocean in front of
her.
Her yearning to follow the porpoise
was an unbearable sadness. She
crawled into the edge of the sea un-
til a dying breaker covered her face.
The water no longer seemed warm.
The sandy surf was not worthy of re-
ceiving her gift. The gift had to be
given to the clean sea, and that was
beyond her reach. She retreated to a
fisherman's shack and found a pair
of old work trousers and a tattered
shirt. She lay on a crude cot, warm
at last. She lay awake for a long
time picturing, somewhere to the
south, a broad, black back stitching
smooth patterns through warm, tropic
waters rich in big fishes and little
fishes. She knew then that her gift
had not been refused. It had been
returned in kindness, for the porpoise
had been freed by her action just as
she had been freed by his. Since her
gift had been returned, she could do
with it as she pleased. She slept. Just
inland, past the waterway, a high-
way arrowed southward.
The Flood on White Street
Elizabeth Knapp
Two boys made their way under
the hot morning sun. "Here we are,"
the older boy announced and poled
the boat to the left.
Floodwater lapped quietly at the
houses. A cart from the supermar-
ket bobbed lazily in a pocket made
by a fallen magnolia. Above the
street fat white clouds stood out
against the bright blue sky.
The younger boy looked at familiar
landmarks. "Same old White Street,"
he murmured. It seemed like a dream
that the sun was shining again on
White Street after the torrential
downpour that lasted all Sunday until
the creek, that ordinarily flowed past
on its way to the river, began to creep
into the street. Then word ran from
house to house that everybody had
better get out because the river, al-
ready swollen by spring thaws, was
over its banks uptown, and the creek
had nowhere to go but inland.
"Andy!" a woman called from her
second story window. "You see
Rose?" Her aluminum curlers glinted
in the sun,
Andy answered, "Rose and the kids
is up at the Armory."
She leaned her fat arms on the win-
dowsill. Her proud cherubic face gave
her the appearance of perpetual good
humor. "She save anything?"
"Don't think so. Bob was on night
work, and she had all she could do
to look after the five kids. Somebody
said their bungalow was washed off
its foundation."
The fat woman scratched her scalp
between the curlers. "Well, she'll get
something hot to eat at the Armory.
We ain't got nothing but cold stuff,
with no 'lectric nor gas. Can't get in
the kitchen anyhow. I brought what
I could upstairs. When's the water
goin' down?"
"When it gets ready," said the
younger boy.
"We got to try and get in our
place," Andy said. "Mom wants her
insurance papers and stuff."
"My old man wouldn't leave here
so long as the water didn't come up
to the second floor. The police was
around in a boat and offered to take
us out, but he said we'd better stay
where our things was. Course you're
lower than us. Bring anything here
you want to."
The boat slid forward again. Now
faces appeared at other second-floor
windows, attracted by voices. People
asked if the boys had seen Floyd or
Bernice or any of Vincent's family.
They asked for news. How high was
the water elsewhere?
"You can't get in or out of town,"
Andy informed them. "Pine Street
bridge is up, Rancocas road is flood-
ed, Washington Street is under water.
Garden Street is open, but State
Troopers is there and won't let any-
body but special people by."
"How is other towns? We must be
the worst," observed one man proud-
"All the river towns is hit," Andy
assured him. "They look for the river
to crest at the city tomorrow, and
they got the National Guard down
there sandbagging the banks."
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"Well, I never seen it rain like
Sunday,'" said the man with satisfac-
tion. "I says to my wife I never heard
it rain so." He added shrewdly. "It
will make plenty of work."
They moved on, and Ed asked his
brother, "Do you think there will be
plenty of work? How could there
be?" The words sounded strange on
his tongue. He had not heard it de-
scribed like that before.
"Sure. People got to get houses
fixed. They got to fix roads and
bridges."
"Where will everybody get the
money?"
"Insurance, or borrow it."
Sunday night he had sat on the
cot in the Armory, thinking that this
was the end of everything. There
would never be any jobs now. People
kept telling him to go in the Army,
but he hated the thought of the Army.
Sunday night the thought that now
he might be forced to go had added
to the lump of lead in his stomach.
They were alongside their house
now, and Andy tested the post sup-
porting the porch roof l)efore he
moved the boat.
"Look at the dead cat floating
there," Ed pointed out. "Must be that
colored fellow's. It was orange and
white."
Stepping carefully through the wat-
er that covered the porch, they
reached the door. "We'll never open
it," Andy said. "It's swole shut. I'm
going to force a window."
Inside the small living room, the
furniture was a sodden mass of cush-
ions. In the middle of the room a
wooden tray that belonged on an end
table sat on top of the water.
"Gosh," Ed muttered, "good gosh,
how're we ever going to get these
things dried out?"
"Be careful how you walk. The
floor's warped. I can feel it."
In the kitchen, water embraced the
icebox and the gas stove. The old
wooden table swayed gently when
their movements set the water in mo-
tion.
Although the water had not reached
the second floor, everything was clam-
my to the touch and a musty smell
hung over the house. "Nothing hurt
up here only where the roof leaked,"
Andy noted, "Mom's insurance papers
are under the mattress. Give me a
hand with it."
They turned over the mattress,
dented by two separate sags where
Mom and Pop had lain for twenty
years. Pop lay out in Riverview Ceme-
tery now.
They picked up the insurance bur-
ial policies, damp but unharmed. The
boys knew how important these were.
Something might happen to them, and
Mom had been paying ten cents a
week on each of them for years so
that if anything did happen, they
would be decently buried.
"Sis wants her good dress," Ed re-
minded his brother. "Gosh, you can't
hardly get anything open. What's
her good dress look like?"
"I think it's the pink one in the
cellophane. Didn't she say pink?"
"We'll bring it.'
"Mom wants her wedding ring and
the pin with Grandmom's hair in it,"
Andy remembered. "They ought to
leave everything here. Looking after
stuff in the Armory is goin' to be a
nuisance."
Over at the window, Ed was look-
ing down on the street in back of
them. "The Farrells' car is in front
of their house yet, water up to the
headlights. Good thing you moved
yours uptown. Say—look on Pottsy's
shed roof."
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Andy came over. "Oh, a couple of
dogs. Wonder how they got up
there?"
"It's Pottsy's hound bitch. The
mongrel belongs over on Pearl Street.
She was in heat last week and he was
hanging around her pen."
"The pen washed out, and they
must have made it to the shed roof.
Well, she'll have pups now all right.
Mr. Potts ain't goin' to like that."
Ed did not second his brother's
humor. He said, "It don't make no
difference, flood or anything, I guess.
Maybe she won't have no home when
the pups is born." It sickened him a
little.
Andy glanced away, uncomfortable
at the pity on Ed's face.
They rowed away, returned to the
higher part of town, and beached the
boat on Main Street. Water was still
level with the curbs, but the sun
had dried out the sidewalks. The fire
engines were already pumping out
the post office cellar, and most mer-
chants were downtown investigating
the damage to their stores.
At the Armory they found families
sitting in little groups by whatever
belongings they had salvaged. A cou-
ple of men from the VFW Post
manned the kitchen set up by the
Red Cross, and a boy in National
Guard uniform had organized games
to keep the children amused.
"How was the house?" Mom de-
manded. "How high was the water?"
She was a short woman, thick in the
ankles and waist. "Does it look like
the foundation is hurt any?"
Andy reassured her. "We just got
the backwash of the creek. Our place
seems to be in pretty good shape, out-
side of being damp."
"About four inches of dampness
on the first floor," Ed offered.
"Here's your dress, Sis. Who you
got your eyes on?"
"Nobody," said Sis, hanging it
carefully on a hook. "I just paid thir-
ty-nine dollars for it, the most I ever
paid for a dress, and I'll feel better if
it stays with me." She had been a
yarn winder for eleven years, and
she spoke in the penetrating tone of
one used to making herself heard
over the sound of machinery.
"You boys better get something to
eat," Mom suggested. "They got roast
beef sandwiches and soup. They'll get
cake and fruit when the Red Cross
truck comes in."
"I don't want nothin'," Ed mut-
tered.
"Bring us some soup over here,"
Mom ordered Andy. "We'll eat by
ourselves."
The next morning they awoke to
the shouts of the children, who were
determined not to miss a minute of
this picnic. After they breakfasted
on toast and coffee, eggs and pota-
toes, Andy and Ed went off for news.
When they returned, Mom had
straightened out the cots and Sis was
playing cards with some women.
"People are goin' back to their
houses," Andy reported. "Gas and
current are on. Guess we might as
well go see what we can do. But
don't let's check out of this hotel
until we see whether we can sleep
home tonight."
Ed glanced at the di Galbos, who
occupied one corner of the Armory
with a full force of parents, grand-
parents, and ten children. The di Gal-
bos lived directly in back of them
on Forrest Avenue, in a narrow shack
of a house. The shack had been
knocked loose with the first of the
water. As it started to tilt, di Galbos
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had poured out of the windows and
doors, screaming and crying. Ed won-
dered what they would do now. What
was left of the shack was down at
the foot of Forrest Avenue.
When they returned to White
Street, the water had receded. Planks,
sofa cushions, an electric toaster,
dead chickens, boxes, and pieces of
clothing strewed the street. Other
people were coming home, too, tug-
ging at doors and windows, and
bringing things out to dry in the sun.
There was no water in their house
today, but the carpet squelched under
their feet, and the floorboards were
as wet as if they had just been
scrubbed thoroughly. Mom found that
the foundation had crumbled in spots
under the back porch, and the cellar
was still full of water.
"Ain't nothin' like as bad as some
I don't doubt," she said briskly. "An-
dy, find something to bolster the
porch good. We'll get the house dry
by tonight." She peered into canis-
ters and boxes in her cupboard. "Got
to throw away most of this food and
buy more."
"What with?" Ed asked. "Your so-
cial security check won't come until
next week."
"I got something like twenty dol-
lars put to one side, in case of emer-
gency. Buyin' food when you're flood-
ed out is emergency enough." She
looked around her, hands on her hips.
"Wilbur's coming tonight and see if
the house is safe. Good thing I got a
son-in-law in the building business.
And Fm thinking that since we've got
to clean the house good and scrub it,
we might as well paper and paint the
inside while we're about it. The pa-
per will peel easy, being damp."
The logic of this was clear, but Ed
was surprised at the idea of turning
a calamity like this to advantage.
After Andy had gone off to work at
the filling station, Ed wished he were
working instead of helping clean wet
food out of the cupboard and hanging
bedclothes from the windows. Andy
had quit high school years ago, but
Lester took him on at the station be-
cause he had worked there part time.
It didn't hurt Andy not to have a dip-
loma. And Ed knew plenty of fellows
who had graduated and still couldn't
find a job. Either it was "no experi-
ence" or people were afraid of boys
who were liable to be drafted.
Near noon Mom proposed, "Let's
go uptown and do some shopping.
We haven't got anything to eat here,
so we'll stop at Caroline's."
"What are you goin' to buy?" Ed
asked. "Stuff was all under water in
the supermarket."
"There's going to be some of the
best bargains you ever saw," Mom
prophesied shrewdly.
She was right, but she was not
the only one to have thought of it. In
the midst of confusion caused by
trucks delivering merchandise, and
district supervisors falling over each
other, people were pawing through
flood-damaged goods.
"Feel of them cracker boxes," Mom
ordered. "Don't look like they was
touched by water." She picked up a
can from a bin marked "5c—as is"
and shook it. "Feels liquidy. May be
fruit. This one's soup or baked
beans. I'll get a dollar's worth."
"There's hams, a dollar each," Ed
pointed out.
"I'll get one for us and one for
Caroline. It wouldn't hurt them to be
in the water awhile. You got to cook
it good anyhow. Pick up a couple of
them pound tins of coffee. It don't
take long for twenty dollars to go."
"I'm spending my rent money," a
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woman alongside them said. Her car-
rier was heavy with marked cans and
salad dressing without labels and plas-
tic bottles of cleaner. A man ahead
of them turned and remarked, "The
landlords can't get around to collect.
They're busy digging themselves out."
With Ed dragging the wagon that
held a huge cardboard box full of
bargains, they went to Caroline's to
leave the ham. Caroline's kitchen was
the usual welter of toys, baby laun-
dry, and a sinkful of dishes. She was
delighted with the ham.
"That whole ham for a dollar! I'll
boil it good. Wilbur will be in for
lunch, and I'll get the dollar off him
for you. His Aunt Thelma and the
kids is here. Wasn't we lucky our
street ain't flooded?"
An older woman, around Mom's
age, appeared in the kitchen. They
exchange greetings and a cup of tea
was decided on. Ed found a chair
out of the way and sat down.
"Johnny's been working around the
clock," Thelma said of her son-in-
law\ "He's sleeping down at the tele-
phone garage, when he gets any sleep.
Them linemen is really working to
restore service."
"That's overtime," said Mom
cheerfully.
"Kay went back to work this morn-
ing since the jewelry store is open
again. So I got the kids to babysit
for, as usual."
"They couldn't both work without
you," Mom complimented her.
Caroline said, "I told Kay to see if
there was any watches on sale, not
hurt too bad. Wilbur needs a better
watch than the one he's got. His birth-
day's next month."
The phone rang and Caroline an-
swered it briefly. "He'll be in for
lunch sometime. Can he call you
back? Mrs. Tom Rose, AM 7-5684.
Roof? I'll tell him."
She jiggled the tea bag in her cup
and wound it around her spoon.
"Phone's driving me crazy. He's get-
ting calls from all over town, roof,
porches, garages, everything to fix. I
don't know how him and his brother
is going to do it all,"
"They'll see what good work he
does and he'll get more from it,"
Mom said loyally.
"That ain't no lie," Thelma agreed.
"Ed, you want a glass of milk?"
"Tea will be all right."
"You like milk better. There's plen-
ty," and Caroline found a glass in
the dish drainer.
The small children came in and
were dispatched with cookies.
"It don't take much sometimes to
get you started," Thelma said. "You
remember when Lou Nalbone began
making donuts in his garage during
the depression?"
"Sure! Hadn't thought of that in
years."
"His boys was out of work, and
they used to hawk them around town.
He bought a machine that makes 'em.
Then when he got laid off, he went
at it full time. They used to sell one
day's donuts to buy material for the
next day."
"I wisht you see the house he lives
in now, out in Candlewyck Manor."
"I already seen it. He's got a hun-
dred people working in the donut fac-
tory, too. Tell you who works there,
Ray Church that was married to
Edith's older sister."
Ed sipped his milk. He thought to
himself that nobody told Lou Nal-
bone that he didn't have any experi-
ence.
"We've lived through a lot, and
sometimes good comes out of the
bad," Mom said.
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"The depression, the war, couple
of different plants closing down and
moving where labor is cheaper,"
Thelma mused. "A door always
opens, I guess, when one closes."
There was a rattle outside and the
slam of a door. A battered pickup
truck marked "C & W Builders
—
Small Jobs and Repairs" had pulled
into the drive. A towheaded, chunky
individual mounted the porch steps.
"Hi, Mom. Any more calls, Caro?
You got to phone the city and order
some stuff. Anything around to eat?
Just make a couple of sandwiches and
I'll take them along."
"Mrs. Rose wants you to call her
about a roof."
"Ed!" Wilbur said. "Didn't see you
for a second. I was going to stop
around the house later. We're going
to need a helper. Two of us can't do
it all."
Ed's hand trembled so that he set
the glass of milk down on the win-
dowsill.
"Dollar an hour," Wilbur offered.
"Drive the truck for supplies and lend
a hand on the jobs, whatever you can
do. Ain't permanent, but as long as
we need somebody. Should be a cou-
ple of months, way it looks. You
want the job?"
"G-g-guess I could. N-n-not doing
anything else," Ed said, with the
slight stutter he could never control
when he was excited.
"Better come along with me then.
I got some things to pick up. You
feed him yet?" he demanded of Caro-
line.
"I'll make a couple of extra sand-
wiches," she said, reaching for the
bread and lunch meat.
"You got all that stuff to get
home," Ed said to his mother.
"I'll pull the wagon home meself.
Maybe Caroline will want something
out of it anyhow. Here's a quarter if
you want a soda or something. And
give it back when you get paid."
It was past the supper hour when
Ed returned to White Street. Puddles
of water still stood in low spots and
the mark was on houses yet. Win-
dows were wide open and furniture
remained outside on porches. But
there was music from a radio, and an
announcer's voice on a television set,
just as if there had never been any
flood.
"Hey, Ed," called the fat woman,
who rarely missed seeing anybody
who passed by on White Street. "My
old man says they could use you for
a couple of days up at the auto store.
They need a boy."
"Gee, thanks, but I got a job with
my brother-in-law."
He went into the house and walked
through to the kitchen. The ham in
all its glory sat on top of the oven.
Potatoes and lima beans and cole slaw
were set out on the table, and Sis
was doing her nails on one corner.
"Where you been? We're waiting
on you," Andy greeted him.
"We got five jobs uptown," he an-
nounced. "Dr. O'Rourte and
—
"
"Go wash," said Andy firmly.
"I'm making forty dollars a week
and maybe some overtime."
Sis held up coral-tipped finger to
dry. "You got to pay board, then,
same as us."
"Did I say I wouldn't? I'll pay
board until I get married."
A shout of laughter followed him
upstairs. Not having any girl, nor
a car to take one out in, he had
meant it as a joke. But suddenly he
realized that making forty dollars a
week, he could take a girl out. He
was going to ask Andy to look for a
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car for him, and he'd put something
away from his first pay towards it.
He did not even know what girl it
would be, but they would go to the
drive-in and the bowling alley and to
the beach on Sunday. Just like every-
body else.
As he dried his hands by the open
window he saw the di Galbos in back,
cleaning up around their lot. They
had moved temporarily into the big
square cement block house further
down Forrest Ayenue which belonged
to the Marinos, who were cousins of
theirs. The Marinos had absorbed the
di Galbos, parents, grandparents, and
ten children.
He looked further and saw Potts's
hound bitch tied to a stake, delving
into her supper pan. He wondered
if Mr. Potts knew that he was due
for a litter of pups. Maybe he could
talk Mom into taking one. They
hadn't had a dog for a long time.
Sunday night it looked like White
Street was done for. By Wednesday
night, everybody was picking up the
pieces. Even if Wilbur didn't need
him after work slackened, when he
went around looking for something
else, he would have experience to talk
about. You had one job, you could
get another. With the same certainty
that he knew he would have a car and
a girl, he knew he would never be so
afraid again.
He combed his hair and went down
to the kitchen to eat.
Julie
Sister Maura, S.S.N.D.
Winter
When, after college class, she tutored in the inner city,
she was silent about the broken bottles, leering whistles.
Once she said the boy's eyes were loud as cavities
exposing the nerve.
Summer
She looked gravely at Klansmen come to town
—
paunchy in white sheets and Halloween hoods;
listened to menacing night counterpoint Gospel song;
spoke to a priest lonely as failure;
taught phonics, colors, numbers to children who might
or might not find a school in September.
If she sang we shall overcome, no one ever heard her.
She only gave this land her death of dreaming,
and came back like Thomas with his hand wet from the wound.
Paradox for Good Friday
• Joseph McLeod
Pushing gaily up the winding path,
Along the windswept, brown
And crosspocked mounds,
The mob is choosing its place to crucify,
Not dreaming their actions will deify
My Lord.
Sing! fat little angels,
Saturate the atmosphere with the sounds of bells.
Open sky! Separate scudding clouds!
Nothing fall gently about my head!
In living I do crucify
In sinning I do deify
My lord!
Mutations
• Larry Rubin
In summer came the butterflies,
White as wisps of angels' cries
Or snips of shrouds from infants' eyes
—
Dancing in mute migration.
We waltzed like children in the snow
Whirled by wings we never knew
Would fold in sunlight, as in a thaw
That ends a flake's migration.
Our parents, fluttered by the wings,
Whispered warnings through our songs
As if a butterfly could sting
If caught during migration.
We dropped our nets, and lost the prize.
We fled before the butterflies.
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Recognitions
• Michael Paul Novak
The hero spies his wife
In his best friend's embrace,
Or his old mother, for once
Not in a drunken stupor,
Speaks the surprising truth;
And then he knows, he knows.
His mind's ablaze: no more
A coward, selfish and weak;
The shock has made him whole.
This is fiction, and, oh, how
We would like it to be fact!
But a shock will soon end its
Shocking and be put away
Like a book. A change doesn't come
Like a bullet, but more like
Some mule, burdened and old,
Trudging through a muddy field
Across a silent landscape.
Before His Time: A.E.S.
• James Worley
On a day when Mars first had its mystery forced
And the Bastille fell again in some men's hearts
(That freedom has flared two hundred times almost)
Finding his place and his companion-witness
By, for him, a routine exercise of taste
(Grosvenor Street. Marietta Tree.
How altogether fitting, what they did there)
This man of grace graced England with his death.
At home the wit and style went still ungrasped:
A president turned his head from side to side
To find the cameras he'd been told
—
This time the tutors lied—would be there
And said some "right" things in the wrongest ways
Until finally I could not bear to look.
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As Artist
• Robert Canzoneri
His eye upon a ruddy tree
Stemmed with berries pale and red
Sees each leaf stiffen into gold,
Sees twigs set high and diamonded
And moimted rubies, rigid, hold
Fixed glints of light immutably.
Why halt this autumn dogw^ood here
And freeze it living stiff as ice?
How crystallize the passing light?
What is the pupilled artifice
That, graduating, teaches sight
Selection final and severe?
Indomitable
• D. L. Emblen
It seems a lynx is hard to kill
—
One has to put his mind to it,
Says Farmer Adams, nodding at the hide
Nailed stiffly on the barn. "I wanted him
—
He took three hens," recounts the stout old man.
"But he leaped out from Jones's lot before
I knew the creature was nearby. I smashed
Him with my gun-butt; he jumped clean away,
Oh, twenty feet or so, and I let fly
Both barrels—put out both his eyes.
But that was only birdshot so I loaded
Up again. You know, that beast came
Crawling belly back, so fiercely seeking me
I let him get up close and fired again.
A mortal wound, but still he faced me
—
All alive," One has to put his heart in it,
It seems. "I clubbed him to the ground,"
The good old man recalls, "and that was that."
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Pitchfork
• Emilie Glen
Guitar in the subway
Closed into alligator cardboard
To the rhythm of train-rush
Draws the dark eyes of the young Negro,
He rays through to the long neck,
Mother-of-pearled,
The curving woods the strings,
Stares as if the painted eye
Of an Egyptian coffin stared back.
Dressed in a Carib shirt and well-pressed khakis,
He straddles stacked cartons.
Beating out rhythms down their sides.
Gotta guitar in there?
He asks as if it were a boxed pet,
Do you play the guitar?
My father gave me a hundred-and-fifty-doUar guitar once,
And I sold it for ten,
A guitar is the devil's pitchfork.
My father was a mail carrier,
Doin' right enough till some sort of unholy ghost
Got to burnin' inside him,
Makin' him buy hisself a guitar
Like he was one of them Puerto Ricans,
Taught me to play a few strums.
The little I saw of him,
"River Jordan is deep and wide.
Milk and honey on the other side."
Sure was.
When he left home with a guitar over his shoulder
Found hisself a road ten years long,
Towns up hills down valleys across bridges,
Playin' his guitar for leftover coins
Like he was a good luck fountain.
Me and my mother,
And my eight brothers and sisters,
We lived best we could down South,
The guitar I could shoot it fuUa holes,
K it would lie down and die like a 'gator
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Gotta go double-time past a hock shop
To keep from buyin' myself a guitar,
I'm gonna be a father what stays home with his kids,
Excuse me this is where I get off,
"River Jordan is deep and wide,
Milk and honey on the other side."
Sings his way out the subway door with his cartons,
Looks back at the cardboard alligator
Somewhere, Another Continent
• William Heyen
Too late at eighty and waiting
to die, to be curious,
wondering, where,
as he lay there, where
in the full-branched willow
did the bird sing . . .
His oldest son would not
circle him three times,
letting branches fall
like altar candles
on his last sheet.
He v/ould be no ghost
fired to holiness.
He would be no ash
swirled in any river
of the world.
Where,
in the thick willow
was the bird song,
seeming everywhere?
And where
was the white tower
of the beginning bell's
directionless
bongings?
K he could know
beginnings, the precision
of places, would it be?
it would be more
like dying in Benares.
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• William Heyen
He went to raising things
before he died.
Pheasants, the brilliant ring-
necked ones, strutted
in his pens, and in his pasture
goats butted
a fence, angry not
to be inside
where he had tried his thumb
with herbs, flowers,
and vegetables. He spread manure
during sun
and whistled, and sang in even
heavy showers
as he hoed his cabbages
and beans, and one
odd row of rhubarb that
would never grow
for all the times he re-
arranged those shoots,
tying for sun, spreading
for rain, I'd go
to watch him work water
to any roots
that seemed to fail him. Once,
out of patience
with rhubarb pace, he spaded
up a clump
and shook it like he'd shake
a dirty child,
threatening, then laid
it down to jump
some sense of nature to
its negligence.
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The rhubarb wasted his energies,
but his corn
grew high and watermelons
heavy, and more
than once he wondered whether
he could store
that varied, overflowing
summer's horn
of plenty that his fields had borne.
Imagining
the winter he would pass,
defeating that season
of cold dreams with apples
and onions, I'd swing
his garden gate for him,
and know the reason
he had left his city,
his job and way,
was partly age, for he'd
be working slower
than he had in May, and two
acres of hay
were rotting that his goats would need.
but no sower
of fields had held any
harvest tighter
than he'd hold it when
he'd pass me there.
It doesn't matter, does it,
that he died before
the first snow, that nature
couldn't spare
him one more week, to a weather
deeper and whiter?
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Daffodils
• John Wheatcroft
"Please, sir, what are daffodils?"
"What's that, boy?"
"What are daffodils, sir?"
"Daffodils . . . daffodils . . . now
wherever did you hear about daffo-
dils?"
"In docent, sir. The preptor made
us memorize a poem about daffodils."
"Kadok, are you bothering Dag-
sod again? How many times have I
told you. . . ."
"Let the boy alone, Nadar. He has
to ask questions to find out things."
"The poem we had to learn goes
I wandered lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o'er vales and
hills,
When all at once I saw a crowd,
A host, of golden daffodils. . . .
By William Wordsworth. What
strange names people used to have
in those days!"
"Not strange to them ... I should
say, to us. I used to have a name like
that."
"Did you, sir? Were you really
living in those days?"
"Now why do you want to get Ka-
dok started on all that again. Dag-
sod?"
"It won't hurt the boy to hear a
few of the old things, Nadar. There
aren't many of us left who remem-
ber."
"What was your name in those
days, Dagsod?"
"Lawrence Seels. I was named af-
ter my father."
"And was William Wordsworth's
father named William Wordsworth
too?"
"He was named Wordsworth, all
right. You always had the same last
name as your father. Family name,
it was called. But the first name
didn't have to be the same."
"Didn't you have a number too?"
"We had numbers for somethings
—what we called social security, for
example. But everybody didn't have
a single number for everything, the
way we do these days."
"Now that you understand it all,
Kadok, run along and let Dagsod
read."
"But he didn't tell me what daffo-
dils are yet."
"Why don't you ask the preptor
what daffodils are?"
"I did. Mother. But he told me
just to memorize the poem. Because
it was part of our tradition, he said."
"Well, your preptor is right. I can
remember learning that very poem
when I was a little girl in docent.
And I'll bet your father learned it
too."
"Then you ought to know what
daffodils are, Mother."
"Oh, I used to know, I guess. But
I can't remember exactly. Something
from the time before."
"Then I was right to ask Dag-
sod. He remembers lots of things from
those days. Like the strange names."
"I remember all right, boy, lots
and lots—things you'll never even
hear about if I don't tell you."
"When I say you were really living
up there, the kids don't believe me."
"I was born up there, boy. Lived
for eight years before we came down.
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We were one of the last families in
our whole state to leave."
"What's a Btate?"
"A state's a . . . there used to be
fifty of them. The United States we
called our country then."
"Oh, I've heard that name—the
United States. It was what we were
called before we became Natsocs,
wasn't it?"
"Correct. And the states were what
made up the United States. Like our
metuns now. We lived in a state
called Colorado."
"Colorado—what a lovely name!
Why were you one of the last families
to leave up there, Dagsod?"
"Because my father . . ."
"Lawrence Seels, you mean."
"That's right, boy. A smart fellow
you and Taclok have, Nadar. You
never have to tell him anything more
than once."
"Well, his trouble is he asks too
many questions for his own good.
The preptor told his father that. He's
never satisfied with the plain neces-
sary facts of our time and place. His
curiosity will only get him into trou-
ble when he goes on to supdoc. The
preptor as much as warned us."
"I can't believe it hurts a bright
boy to know a thing or two about
those times up there. Finally he'll
come to understand why we had to
leave, why we're so much better off
down here even though we have had
to give up a great deal—a very great
deal."
"What about Lawrence Seels, sir?"
"Well, my father, Lawrence Seels,
was what was called a coder. That
means he was part of a crew of men
responsible for operating one of the
greatest computers we had back in
those days. He worked for the gov-
ernment."
"When it was called the United
States."
"Right again, boy. My father and
other members of his computer crew
had a very important job. It had to
do with the defense of our country.
If it hadn't been for Lawrence Seels
and others like him, none of us would
be here now."
"Why not?"
^
"Because we'd have been wiped
out, destroyed, extermin
—
"
"Dagsod—^I wish you wouldn't fill
the boy's head with all those old
stories."
"They're not old stories, Nadar.
They're historical facts. The facts of
life. Almost the facts of death."
"But that was so long ago and
things were so different then that it
seems like a story. Besides, now we're
secure—to live our lives out."
"You young folks never seem to
realize how close it was. I tell you if
we hadn't kept our finger on that but-
ton day and night for all those years,
until the excavations were finally fin-
ished and the last of our people
moved down, they'd have blown—
"
"Who are they, sir?"
"Why, our enemies—the—
"
"Dagsod, please! I'm going to have
to forbid the boy to talk to you. If
his father ever finds out the kind of
things you're filling his head with
—
"
"I'm sorry, Nadar. It's just that I
went through it all, and young as I
was, I remember what it's like to live
on the very edge—something you've
never known. Put it this way, boy.
My father did his work in one of the
very first tunnels they dug. It was
nothing compared with our metuns
—just a little hole in the ground with
a building and some equipment inside
it. But that's what gave them the idea
for securing the entire population.
My mother could have moved into
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one of the very first metuns with us
children. But she bravely decided
we'd all stay up with my father . . .
until everybody was safe down here.
He'd take his turn down with the
rest of his crew, then he'd come up
and live with us."
"Gosh, that must've been hard on
his eyes. Ranpoc's father once knew
a man that worked at one of the
shafts—not our metuns but 1793 or
1973 or somethink like that. Any-
way, this man had a job at the bot-
tom of the shaft and one day some-
one went up without clearance, so
he didn't have drops or glasses or
anything like that but he just walked
right past the guards and the second
he stepped out he went blind. Ran-
poc's father's friend was there when
they brought him back down the
shaft, and he said the man was claw-
ing at his face with his fingernails
and yelling 'My eyes ! My eyes ! ' "
"Kadok—that's a terrible story.
And it can't be true. No one is ever
allowed to go up without permission,
you know that. And there are many
many guards."
"But Ranpoc says the man walked
right past them—^when the guards'
backs were turned or something. It
could really happen."
"I don't believe a word of it. Ever
since I was a little girl I've been hear-
ing stories like that."
"But you would go blind—up
there."
"The ones who have to go up don't
go blind. They know what to do."
"What did your father, Lawrence
Seels, do every time he went up, sir?"
"Do? He didn't do anything. He
was used to it. Why I lived up there
in the light myself, I tell you. Every-
body did."
"And you didn't have drops all the
time ... or wear glasses?"
"Of course not. It was just like
here—only all of the colors and
shapes were so much more beautiful.
And then there was the fresh smell
of the air; it's—it's hard to explain."
"But suppose you went up now.
Without drops or glasses—would you
go blind?"
"Kadok . . . don't you dare say
such things to Dagsod. He's your
great grandfather."
"The boy doesn't mean anything,
Nadar, He's just curious. And to tell
the truth, after all these years I'm a
little bit curious myself ... to see
what it would be like again ... to
smell . . , and feel . . . maybe just
once more."
"I know what the sky is like, Dag-
sod. It's like the overhead in the
tunways only it's painted blue and
much farther away."
"That's right, boy. But it's more
than that too. It's—it's—well, al-
though it's just space, nothingness,
really, it seems to have texture of its
own, and it throws its color and even
its shape over . . . well, if you've
never seen it, I just can't find the
words to make it real for you."
"That's the point, Dagsod. Why fill
the boy's head with vague stories and
pictures about those times up there?
Sky . , , why the chances are ten
thousand to one he'll never see the
sky in his entire lifetime. So why
bother him about it? I'm sure that's
what the preptor was trying to say
to his father—your tales and descrip-
tions aren't good for the boy. They
set off his imagination."
"Now, Nadar—it doesn't do any
harm to tell a boy a little bit now
and then. Besides, he explained to me
about the sky."
"I know what clouds are too—
a
cloud is a visible mass of particles of
water or ice in the form of fog, mist.
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or haze suspended at a considerable
height in the air. That's what the
poem means when it says 'lonely as
a cloud that floats on high . . .'
"
"Now wherever did you find that
out, Kadok?"
"In the defbok, mother. But I still
don't think I really know what the
poem means, because I can't see any-
thing from the words. It's just that
they sound so beautiful
—
'lonely as a
cloud.'
"
"It is beautiful—a cloud. Let me
tell you what a cloud looks like, boy.
You know how the preptor showed
you that when you drop a strip of
magnesium in water, it gives off a lit-
tle puff of pure white smoke? Well,
imagine a big puff like that against
the immense blue sky. That's a lonely
cloud."
"But why does the poem say the
cloud floats?"
"Because the slow way a cloud
moves across the blue sky when a
little breeze is blowing makes it seem
as if the cloud were drifting along
blue water."
"It sounds great. But it's hard to
picture with just your mind. I'm not
sure I see the right thing."
"If you've never once seen the real
thing, then you can't properly im-
agine it, boy. You just have to see it
with your eye."
"Dagsod, why tell the boy that
and make him more curious, more
dissatisfied?"
"Because he's right to want to see
it for himself, with his own eyes, in
just the way the words describe it.
You know, Nadar, I've always
thought, though I keep it to myself,
that it was wrong—in a way, criminal
—to destroy all the pictures. Why
shouldn't these youngsters who will
never go up once in their whole life-
time at least see . . ."
"Please don't say such awful things
in front of Kadok. You know it was
absolutely necessary to destroy the
pictures. Otherwise, we'd never be
satisfied down here. It would always
be tormenting us . . . making us want
to go up . . . again . . . for good. And
to fill the boy's head with stories is
just as bad as pictures. They only
whet his appetite. For that very rea-
son, my son, the preptor wisely re-
fused to tell you what daffodils are.
Learn the poem, he said, because it's
part of your tradition. And if some
of the sounds and ideas seem beauti-
ful to you, be satisfied and let it go
at that. But don't frustrate yourself
by trying to see something you're not
supposed to see."
"But if I don't know what daffo-
dils are, the poem doesn't make any
sense to me. That's why I asked Dag-
sod—because he lived up there, be-
cause he saw daffodils and he
knows."
"The boy's right, Nadar. We don't
want all knowledge of the old life up
there forgotten. The very fact that
the boy is required to learn the poem
proves that. What else can the tradi-
tion mean ? The preptor seems to have
missed the whole point. If the boy is
given the poem, he has to be made
to realize its meaning. Why, when he
was a boy, I told Socdok—your fa-
ther's father, Kadok, who died before
you were Ijorn—practically every-
thing I could remember. And I know
that he passed all that he remembered
and understood on to Taclok and
your Aunt Mirnad. Why Taclok has
never told the boy anything is be-
yond me, Nadar."
"You know how Taclok feels about
stirring up the settled past. And he
doesn't approve of your talking to
Kadok this way, Dagsod."
"Please, mother, let Dagsod just
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tell me what daffodils are. I promise
I won't ask him anything else—not
for a long time."
"Well, since it's gone this far, I
guess there's no way out. But for the
boy's own good, Dagsod, I beg you
not to keep pouring old stories into
his ear."
"A daffodil, boy, is . . . is a . . .
daffodils are . . . it's a strange thing,
Nadar, but I can't exactly remember.
It was so long ago and I've forgot-
ten so much, I was only eight."
"Why don't you look up the word
daffodil in the defbok, Dagsod? May-
be that will remind you."
"Good idea. Let me have your def-
bok, boy."
"Oh, I know what the defbok says,
sir. But I want to know what daffo-
dils really are. So I can see them in
my mind."
"Then tell me what the defbok
says. That might start me."
"Daffodil—any of various bul-
bous herbs, genus Narcissus"
"Hmm . . . bulbous herbs . . . Nar-
cissus. Is that all, boy?"
"No. It goes on—a plant whose
flowers have—
"
"That's it! A daffodil is a flower.
Of course. How can I ever have for-
gotten. A beautiful flower. I can see
it now . . . perfectly . . . just as if
it were right here in front of me." •
"There you are, Kadok, Now be
off."
"But what's a flower, sir?"
"Oh, that boy and questions!"
"A flower is a part of a plant
—
a growing thing, something alive. But
it doesn't move around like human
beings or some of the animals you've
seen. It grows in one place, in the
soil, up out of the ground. The un-
derneath part is called the root. It
takes nourishment and distributes it
to the rest of the plant—like your
stomach. Then coming up above the
ground from the root is the stem
—
long, round, thinner than your fin-
ger, and delicate green. And issuing
out of the stem are leaves, like hands
on your arms, and they're green too.
Then at the top of the stem is the
flower, like a face—the most beauti-
ful part. There are all kinds of flow-
ers—all sizes, all shapes, all colors.
And the loveliest flowers of all are
daffodils. That's why Wordsworth
wrote his poem about them. The daf-
fodil's sections are called petals
each about the size of my thumbnail.
On each flower there are dozens of
petals, and they're arranged in a kind
of circle or ball. Soft, like satin to
touch. And up there in the light of the
sun they're the richest color you can
imagine—blood red. We had bushes
and bushes of them where we lived
in Colorado. Oh, yes, when you pull
the daffodil to you to smell its lovely
fragrance—the sweetest smell on
earth—you have to be very careful
because its stalk is lined with sharp
thorns that prick
—
"
"All right, Dagsod, that's enough.
I think Kadok has a pretty good idea
what daffodils are."
"Thank you, sir, thank you very
much. Soft, like satin to touch . . .
the sweetest smell on earth . . . blood
red petals . . . 'floating and dancing
in the breeze.'
"
The Nearest Field
• Leonard Tushnet
All the way from Chicago, Richard
had worried about what his mother
would say. His fears vanished when
he got on the Springfield Avenue bus
at the terminal. Being in the familiar
atmosphere of Newark was almost like
hugging Momma. He wondered why
he had been so anxious. What had
made him doubt that she would not
go along with him in his decision?
He was sure now that she would
raise no objection—nay, she would
support him, encourage him enthu-
siastically. After all, it was she who
had always said, "Be straight and
proud. Be somebody in the world."
Of course, she had meant: study, go
to college, be a doctor or a lawyer^
—
but that was before these stirring
days. She could not have foreseen
the great path opening before him.
He anticipated her happy look when
she agreed with him, and Ronald's
broad smile of approval when he
told them.
Home, home, home for good. He
wedged his suitcase under the seat
and sat back, relaxed. Chicago was
okay but Newark was home. Even
the people looked different. There
was certainly a difference in the
speech. It was not so—so "colored,"
—and he winced at this reminder of
his mother's teaching.
The bus inched its way up Market
Street, past Bamberger's and the
Court House, on into Springfield
Avenue. Almost home. His heart
swelled within him at the no-longer-
needed-to-be-remembered sights. Here
was Daddy Grace's place, in the old
Savoy Theatre, a little dirtier than
last year, and there was Bishop Jona-
than's Church of Spiritual Healing,
with its benign white-bearded black
God painted garishly on the window.
Richard took a deep breath. Deluded,
deluded, my poor people! Taken in
by the quacks, the religious fakers,
and taken over by the blood-suckers,
the storekeepers with their "NO
MONEY DOWN—3 ROOMS MOD-
ERN FURNITURE—$199!" and
their ornate window displays of cur-
licued lamp shades, whiskey bottle
pyramids, big, big color TV's, auburn
wigs, gleaming saxophones and
chrome-plated drums, narrow, nar-
row pants and Edwardian jackets, se-
quined and fringed evening gowns,
turquoise kitchen ranges—all the de-
based and debasing appurtenances of
the commercial civilization that took
the Negro's cash and gave him in re-
turn the shoddiest of merchandise.
And when you have all this glitter,
my people, what then? he thought.
The paths of glory lead but to the
enormous pawnshop near Prince
Street.
The sight of the pawnshop changed
his mood of sentimentality to one of
anger. No sense being maudlin.
JWhat's needed is a bold plan and a
strong will and a clear mind to help
lead them out of Egypt into the
Promised Land of equality, jobs, and
family security. He felt dedicated.
He felt he had been chosen as one of
the elect to change his people's atti-
tudes, to elevate their taste, to make
them aware that beyond the pulpit
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and the bed and the bar lay a new
world of love and simplicity and in-
tellectual grandeur. No more Nation-
al United Provident Benevolent As-
sociation—Loans on Easy Terms. No
more Church of the Universe, Mount
Nebo Branch, Bishop Bothwell, Shep-
herd. No more Eddie's Bar, Come
One and All. Entertainment Night-
ly. No more Franklin Bar and Grill,
Always a Good Time. No more Spe-
cial Herb Store, Be a Man Again. No
more pie in the sky. No more candy-
coated poison on earth.
Filled with his sense of mission,
he looked around the bus. There they
were—his people, reading the Daily-
News, chewing their gum, the heavy
women in shapeless shabby coats,
clutching their big pocketbooks
tightly, girls with satin-smooth skin
and orange lipstick, workingmen in
Army shoes, young men with bright
eyes and a perky air. He longed to
shout and reach to them, like a re-
vival preacher-— my brethren!
The bus stopped at Livingston
Street. See, there was a change al-
ready, even in conservative Newark.
Mink's Furniture Store had a win-
dow display: an elaborately over-fur-
nished living room, in bastardized pe-
riod style with purple-and-gold up-
holstered chairs, but the father-model
had a brown face, and the insipidly
pretty mother-model had a brown
face, and the little boy and girl play-
ing with toys at their feet were brown-
faced too. There is yet balm in Gilead,
he thought. And the cloud no bigger
than a man's hand is on the horizon.
He got off at the housing project.
It was still light. Boys were playing
ball in the courtyard
;
girls sat around
on benches talking about what girls
talk about. His brother, Ronald,
school books in hand, was standing,
back to him, in the small areaway
near the door, watching a card game.
Richard put down the suitcase and
clapped him on the shoulder. "Rich-
ard!" "Ronald!" They faced each
other in silent gladness, the tall, thin
young man and the taller, thinner
teen-ager, both of the same mold
—
long, curly eyelashes, high cheek-
bones, thin sensuous lips, cleft chin.
"Momma's upstairs," Ronald said.
"She's made a big supper for you. I
was waitin' here for you."
"Waiting," Richard said, automa-
tically. "And while you were wait-
ing, you were improving your mind,"
pointing to the card players. "You
have grown in the past year,"
Ronald reddened. "I'm on the bas-
ketball team at South Side now,"
waving his hand in deprecation and
yet looking to see how his brother
would take the news.
"That's great!" Richard exclaimed.
"You'll be sure of getting into a good
college, especially being tops in your
class."
"Not tops—in the upper tenth,"
Ronald corrected him. "But Mr.
Adamovich—he's my advisor—says
I have a good chance almost any-
where. It all depends on the scholar-
ship."
Richard suddenly felt guilty. "Let's
go up," he said.The corridor to the
elevator seemed a little dingier than
when he'd seen it last year, the graf-
jiti a bit more brazen, the old smell
of bacon drippings and boiling col-
lard greens overpowered by the out-
house odor of chitterlings. "Who's
cooking that stuff?" he asked Ronald.
Ronald giggled. "Ain't that somep'n?
That's the Carters—they moved in
last month and Momma says if the
Tenants' Club won't get up a peti-
tion against the Hendersons and
Woodruffs, maybe they'll do it
against the Carters." Richard
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laughed. "Momma's still on that bit,
heh?" Living between the Hender-
sons and the Woodruffs was a cross
Momma bore with little patience. The
Hendersons, a young couple with two
children, were always fighting; the
thin walls did not keep out their
nightly obscenities. The Woodruffs,
older, with no children, were hard of
hearing and liked music; until they
went to sleep their radio blasted gos-
pel songs, commercials, jazz, rock-
and-roll, whatever came on the local
station.
In the elevator, Ronald said, "I
made an album of the newspaper clip-
pings about you and the way you
spoke up to the Housing Chairman
in Chicago. You sure told him off."
Richard felt a glow of satisfaction
creep over him. "What did Momma
say?" he asked.
"Momma? She was so proud that
she went twice that week to church
to humble herself for being so puffed
up." Ronald paused. "I'm proud, too.
You goan to be a doctor, and yet you
found time to fight for equal rights."
Richard raised his eyebrows.
"What do you mean?" The query was
left unanswered, for the elevator door
opened and there was Emma, arms
opened wide to greet her son. "Miz
Howard, on the first floor, she saw
you comin' in and called me up." Her
eyes filled with tears as she hugged
Richard. He kissed her saying, "Mom-
ma, don't cry. You'll make me cry.
This is a happy day. You've got a
son finished college and he's home
for good."
Inside their apartment, Emma bus-
tled about in the kitchen, singing as
she worked. Ronald helped Richard
unpack, whistling at the number of
books at the bottom of the suitcase.
Emma called from the kitchen, "Now
wash up and set down to eat."
Richard flung his arms about her
when he saw the table. "Momma! A
regular feast!" She beamed at him.
"Now set down and eat before every-
thin' gets cold. I know you didn't get
nothin' like this at college, you's so
thin." Richard grinned. "Momma, I
didn't starve," then, seeing the shade
of disappointment come over her face,
"but, of course, we didn't have any-
thing like this." He had wanted to
tell her right away about his deci-
sion, but the sight of her glowing
face as he sat down made him change
his mind. Momma would be let down
if he didn't do justice to this meal
first.
The fried steak was delicious; the
peas were tender; the whipped pota-
toes and the brown gravy melted in
his mouth; the biscuits were piping
hot. Emma put out the dessert, canned
peaches topped with whipped cream
set on half a biscuit. Richard protest-
ed when he saw it. "Momma, you
must have cooked all day."
Emma smiled at him. "Son, you
went to college and you don't know
yet that this whole meal only took
half-an-hour to make." She watched
him eat. I thank Thee, Lord, for let-
ting me see this day. If only his fa-
ther, poor weak man, were here. The
boys helped her clear the table, and
while she washed the dishes and they
wiped, she fell silent, thinking of Al-
bert.
Lord, forgive me for my sins! I
drove him away, sure as I was born,
by my hounding him. He had stayed
with her until the boys were both in
school; after the factory closed down
and he had to go back to porter work,
he felt humiliated and began to drink.
She blamed herself; she was young
and ambitious for her children, and
short-tempered as well. She was too
much the boss, especially after she
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went to work. Lord, forgive me! God
knows he had enough bosses in his
life. But she had fought with him
and low-downed him until one day
he just disappeared. She thought of
him with longing now, but with hope-
lessness. When Richard had gradu-
ated from high school and won the
scholarship to the University, she had
put an ad in the Courier, asking for
news of his whereabouts. It turned
out that there were many Albert Wil-
liamses, but none of them hers. He
would have been proud of Richard
—
and of Ronald, too. Richard was go-
ing to be a doctor ; Ronald was at the
head of his class, destined to be a
lawyer. Lord, I am a miserable wom-
an, a poor sinner, but Thou has over-
looked my errors and given me a joy
in my life. Lord, I thank Thee!
Richard waited until she had
taken off her apron and sat down
in the rocker before he told her.
"Momma, I changed my plans."
She nodded placidly. "I know, son.
A laundry's not a fitten place for a
college graduate to be workin' in.
Now you kin get a better job for the
summer. Praise the Lord, when you
go to medical college, it'll be in New
York and you'll be nearer home to
visit now and then."
"No, Momma." Richard found it
hard to get started. "No, Momma, I
don't mind working in the laundry,
but about medical school—that's a
different matter. I'm not going to
medical school."
Emma's rocker stopped with a
screech. "They changed their minds
about the scholarship?" and without
waiting for an answer, she went on,
"Makes no never mind. I'm goan
around to borrow and I'll raise the
money for you. You goan be a doc-
tor. God willed it and it'll be so."
Richard shook his head. "Momma,
wait and listen to me. I still have
the scholarship, but I don't want to
go to medical school. I'm going down
South. I'm going to help organize the
Negro people for equal rights and
voting. I haven't yet made up my
mind what organization I'll go with,
but I'm sure any one of them will
take me." Filled with his enthusi-
asm, he failed to note Emma's pupils
dilate wildly in horror and Ronald's
mouth drop open in astonishment as
he went on to describe the great
needs for educated Negroes to take
the leadership in the civil rights
movement in the South. "They need
people like me, people they can't push
around, who know their rights as
Americans, who—" He continued,
using the same words he had used
to persuade Clem Washington in his
class to drop his law courses and
join in the crusade. He suddenly
realized that his mother had said
nothing. He stopped and asked,
"What do you think. Momma?"
All Emma's fury and resentment
broke out at the question. "What do
I think? It look like you made up
you mind already. But I'll tell you
what I think, anyway! You a fool! A
big fool! God forgive me for sayin'
it, but you sound like you head twist-
ed. You the first colored boy in the
whole Williams family to get a four-
year scholarship to college, you the
first colored boy in this neighbor-
hood to get a scholarship to medical
college, and you—you wanna give all
that up for a bunch of boots and cot-
ton-pickers who got no sense for they-
selves! For people like the Carters
and the Hendersons! You think I
worked all these years for that? You
know what it took to keep you dressed
decent, to go to school in a white
shirt and a tie? And I'm aimin' at the
same thing for Ronald here. He goan
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be a lawyer, same's you goan to be
a doctor—a pride to me and all the
other honest colored people." She
stopped for breath.
Ronald took up the cudgels for his
brother. "But, Momma, you can be
proud of Richard, even if he's not
a doctor. Anybody who helps the Ne-
groes everywhere
—
"
Emma reached over and cut him
short with a slap. "You a senior in
high school, but you still a baby,
and you listen and doan talk now."
Richard sprang to his feet. "Mom-
ma, you shouldn't have hit him. He
was only trying to explain to you
what I wanted to do. It's not a dis-
grace
—
"
Emma interrupted him, her hands
clenched in her lap. "Now, you too,
you close you mouth and listen to me.
Honor thy father and mother, if you
didn't forget all you home teachin'
yet. I want to know—you give up the
scholarship already?"
"No, Momma," Richard answered.
"I was going in to New York on
Monday and see the Dean to explain
why I couldn't go on to medical
school. I just didn't want to let it go
like that. I didn't want to prejudice
him against any other Negro candi-
date. As a matter of fact, I heard
I could convince him to give it to an-
other fellow in my class."
"Ne-gro! Ne-gro!" Emma ex-
ploded, striking her fist on the rocker.
"Get that Ne-gro stuff outa you head
!
You's colored. I'm colored, all you
friends colored! If you think an-
other colored boy should take the
scholarship, then why not you? Why
not? You answer me that!"
"Momma, / can't. I feel I have a
call, I suppose you'd say, to go to do
what I think is right, and being a
doctor isn't in the course of action.
I feel it is my duty to help raise the
Negro—the colored people—to a level
with the whites, and
—
"
"And bein's a doctor ain't the
way? How many colored doctors we
got? How many colored lawyers? We
got enough colored undertakers to
bury us, but not enough doctors to
keep us alive and not enough lawyers
to keep us from trouble, and you
think you goan help by gittin' some
overall-wearin farmhand to make an
X on 'Lection Day?"
Richard started to reply but was
interrupted by a knock. The Walker
family—Mr, and Mrs. Walker and
their twin girls, were at the door.
Mrs. Walker carried a big cake.
"Congratulations, Miz Williams. We
thought we'd help you celebrate. You
must be proud. Mis Williams, havin'
a son goan be a doctor." Emma took
the cake and invited them in. The
girls, beautiful thirteen-year-olds, sat
stiffly on the sofa, gazing wide-eyed
at Richard, their idol. Mr. Walker
shook Richard's hand. "Ev'body in
this house is proud of you. Mister
Williams." Ronald choked at the Mis-
ter. "Ev'body know how you stood up
for the colored people in Chicago and
we all proud we know you." Mrs.
Walker nodded, "Tha's right. Rich
—
Mister Williams."
Emma brought out a pitcher of
fruit juice and served it in her com-
pany glasses together with pieces of
the rich lemony cake. Mr. Walker felt
it was incumbent on him to make a
speech. "Mister Williams, the only
way our people can make they way
in this world is to have young men
like you to lead them." Richard
glanced meaningfully at his mother,
who heard but busied herself by cut-
ting more cake. "Honor will come to
all of us," Mr. Walker went on, "only
through men like George Washington
Carver and you, educated men who
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can show white people that our race
can bring forth doctors as well as
singers and prizefighters." Now Em-
ma turned to look triumphantly at
Richard, as she went to answer the
doorbell.
Clarissa Henderson and her little
brother were there. Clarissa rushed
through the speech she had learned
by heart. "Congratulations, Miz Wil-
liams, Momma and Poppa says. And
we brought a present for Richard,"
holding out a gaily-wrapped little box,
Emma said, "Thank you mos' kindly,
Clarissa. Won't you come in and have
some cake?" She sent little Rudy next
door for his parents while Richard
unwrapped the package. Out of the
mass of tissue paper he took a silver
pen and pencil set. Everyone o-ohed
and a-ahed. Emma said to herself,
"Lord, you have punished me with
coals of fire for all the harsh words
I said about the Hendersons."
That was only the beginning. Word
that Richard was home had spread
throughout the house. People began
to come in to shake his hand, to kiss
Emma's cheek. Most of them stayed
only a short while, but even so the
little apartment soon became crowd-
ed. Some brought cookies, some cake.
Mr. Shoops from 5C handed Richard
a bottle of whiskey, waving aside
Emma's frown with, "Now, Miz Wil-
liams, I know you's a church woman,
but this is for the boy hisself. I know
if I had to study bones and cut up
those dead bodies, I'd sure need a
nip for stren'thenin myself now and
then."
The older people were very formal,
congratulating Richard and wishing
him well. Old Mr. Hovey made every-
one cry when he said, in his high,
quavering voice, "I knows a white
man kin be a doctuh, and I knows
a rich cuUid man's son kin be a
doctuh, but you's the fust poah boy
I ever knowed goan to be a doctuh.
You's a pride to you mothuh, and to
me, and to all the othuh poah wukkin
folks in the whole projec'. God keep
you well in his remembrance and he'p
you remembuh when you's a big man
how all the cuUid people heah think
of you as one of they own chillun.
We is as proud as you Momma."
"Amen ! " "You right ! " came cries of
assent.
Some of the younger ones, old high
school classmates of Richard's were
outspoken in a different way. Har-
vey Stone held out his scarred hands,
"You see,Rich, what you get working
a drill press. It's a good thing you're
going to be a doctor. Time Negroes
were something else than factory
workers." The Mackeens, she holding
the baby and he the two-year-old, nod-
ded agreement. "That's right," Ar-
thur Mackeen said. "The race rises
when its individual members rise."
Richard expostulated, in defiance of
his mother's warning look. "But first
we have to have equal opportunity to
rise. What's the use of Negro doctors
if the mass of Negroes are still low
down on the social scale?" Otis
Brown shook his head. "You're
wrong. Rich. You're just being mod-
est about your accomplishments. The
mass of Negroes are like the mass of
white people. We're lower down be-
cause we don't have enough to look
up to, not enough to take example
by. What we need is a Negro middle
class that'll have its sacred duty cut
out to advance the whole race,"
"But that's just imitating the white
folks," Richard argued. "How can a
middle class doctor or lawyer do any-
thing other than practice his profes-
sion i
A wave of dissenting voices arose.
"Jus' bein' a doctuh's somep'n. . . .
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A victory for one is a victory for
all. . . . Better a rich colored doctor
than a rich white one. . . , Pride in
our own elevates the whole race. . . ."
Richard tried desperately to make
his point. He asked Otis: "Don't you
think the Freedom Riders and the bus
boycott and the March to Washington
did any good? And the people who
did that weren't doctors and lawyers,
but plain ordinary everyday folks."
Chandler Meredith answered him.
He had been standing near the door
of the crowded room, uneasy in his
Italian silk suit, the diamond stick-
pin out-glittered by the heavy gold
rings on his hands. He, too, had come
to congratulate Richard. He had gone
one year to Rutgers on a state schol-
arship, then dropped out "to make
some quick cash," he had explained
to Richard when they met the first
summer after college. He had made
it, all right, together with a growing
police record. He called out, "You
are wrong, Richard, dead wrong.
Those people did right and I give
them credit, but that's all they could
do. A professional man could do
more. Why, just imagine me or
Hovey as the head of a delegation
going down to City Hall to protest
that the streets around here aren't
cleaned properly. That would be a
laugh. Some clerk would give us a
run-around. But suppose Doctor Bul-
lard or Doctor Oliver or Lawyer Rob-
inson went down; I'll lay you odds
they'd be polite and listen. A profes-
sional man carries weight, let me tell
you. He can do more by raising his
little finger than a whole crowd of
domestic workers pushing as hard as
they can." "You're right! . . . That's
the truth! . . . Ain't that so!" came
the calls of approbation.
Emma felt her chance had come.
She stood in the kitchen door and
clanged on a pot for attention.
"Friends, thanks for all your good
wishes. I didn't know me and Rich-
ard had so many friends, at all. But
my Richard thinks—he only thinks,
mind you—and he asked for my ad-
vice—should he go on to be a doctor
or should he go down South to help
the colored people down theah to get
they rights?"
There was a moment of shocked
silence before the storm of words
broke out. No one was on Richard's
side. Again it was Chandler who be-
came the spokesman for the crowd.
His voice was thick with anger as he
said, "Richard, you crazy? We know
all about what's going on in Missis-
sippi and Georgia and Alabama, but
that's for us to take care of. And we
will. There are no electric prods up
here, are there? And soon there won't
be any in Mississippi, either. But
that's something that's got to be over-
come by brute force down there, and
we sure don't need you to be a mar-
tyr. There's plenty of good men with-
out your brains who are willing to
take that chance. I don't hold with
this, this passive resistance, but soon
all the jails will be full and then
what'll they do? And what'll The Man
do when no colored people will work
for him? He'll be sweet as pie, you'll
see, and he'll look around for some-
one to talk to, to get his men back
on the farms and in the mills. And
then that's where you'll come in, all
you guys who finished college and
got degrees after your names, that's
when you'll come in, and you'll be
able to talk, and not handkerchief-
head style, either, because you're
smarter than Mr. Charley and he'll
know it, and that's when you'll say,
'No, sir. It's going to be my way and
not your way this time. This time
is it.'
"
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Mrs. Abbey cried out, "Right,
Chandler, you right! Moses had an
Aaron to speak for him and we needs
Aarons too!" The babel of voices
rose, drowning Richard's feeble at-
tempts at reply.
He was confused. What had seemed
so clear to him in Chicago was cloudy
now. The question had never before
been raised in this light. What Clem
and he had discussed was the value
of being part of a Negro bourgeoisie
apart from the mass of the Negro
population. Here it turned out that it
made no difference how the Negro
professional man felt. The Negro
masses, as his Marxist friends called
them, regarded their doctors and
their lawyers as one with them, any-
way.
Emma rejoiced at the arguments
against Richard. Even though he was
her son, and a good one, too, it was
better for him to lose this battle
than to forfeit his entire future out
of a misdirected sense of duty. She
saw with pity his confusion and, put-
ting her arm around him, said to the
guests, "Thank you, brothers and sis-
ters. Thank you for your good advice.
I know that Richard will listen to
you, and to his mother. Thank you,
my dear, dear friends." Tears of glad-
ness stood in her eyes. Richard was
silent, rigid in her embrace. He felt
smothered by her love, by the good
feeling showered on him by all these
well-wishers. He knew that Emma ex-
pected him to say that he had been
persuaded, but he could not bring
himself to do so. He needed more
time, more time to think, to evaluate
the choices before him.
One by one, the visitors left, again
shaking Richard's hand, telling him
that they expected him to be their
doctor four-five years from now, God
willing.
The last to go was Chandler Mere-
dith. He pulled Richard out into the
hall and, gripping his forearm, said,
"Look, Rich, maybe you were just
shooting your mouth off in there, but
I don't think so. I know what's on
your mind. You can't see going on
five-six-seven years ahead, and your
mother working all that time, and
your brother wanting to go to college,
too." He held his hand up to fore-
stall Richard's reply. "Now, don't
you go and do what I did. I figure
I got a duty too to the Negro race."
He pulled a roll of bills from his
pocket. "Here's about two hundred, I
think. You take it. Let me be a big
shot, a patron of the arts and sci-
ences. I'll make a deal with you. I'll
give you fifty a week—what the hell,
so I won't blow it in on the girls
—
and you go on to be a doctor. Be-
lieve me, I'll be proud, prouder than
your mother, when I can walk down
by the Medical Tower and see your
name, Richard Williams, M.D. on the
nameplate outside, and I'll be able to
say I helped that fellow to get
through. That'll be my contribution
to the cause." He pressed the bills
into Richard's hand.
Richard stammered, choked with
emotion, "Chan, Chan—that's not it.
Don't you see—" His voice trailed
off. Maybe it was so. Maybe his deci-
sion had come not through a rational
thinking process but through the un-
conscious desire not to be a burden
to his mother any longer. He held out
the money to Chandler. "No—
"
Chandler refused to take it back.
He waved, "So long. Rich. See you
around" and walked jauntily down
the hall to the elevator. Richard
turned his face to the doorpost and
wept.
Emma came out, saw with dismay
her big boy crying, and put her arms
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around him. "Too much company
your first night home. Too much ex-
citement. Let's all go to bed. I'll clear
up in the mornin' and we'll talk some
more, but quietly, you and me."
Ronald was already in bed when
Richard came into the room they
shared. '"You goan down South, Rich,
really?" he asked, his eyes gleaming
in the light from the night-lamp.
Richard undressed slowly. "No, I
don't think so," he said, sighing.
"First things come first. I have a
duty to Momma and you, and Mom-
ma always said, 'Plow the field near-
est you,' and she's right." He tried to
make his voice carry the conviction
he did not feel. "Now go to sleep.
Tomorrow you and I have a lot to
discuss. Your speech is atrocious. It's
not necessary to talk like a field hand.
You were born and raised right here
in Newark. I want to find out who
your friends are, and everything. No
matter where I go, I want to be satis-
fied that you'll be on the way to a
decent future before I leave."
Ronald, hurt by the authoritarian
tone, turned his face to the wall. Rich-
ard goin into bed. He lay on his back,
hands behind his head, eyes closed,
thinking. What the people had said
was true; if he were a doctor, he
would be more than another one of
the score of Negro doctors in New-
ark. It would be a geometric, not
an arithmetic, progression. He smiled
at the academic turn of phrase and
at himself for another that came to
mind, "quantitative addition even-
tually leads to a change in quality."
As a doctor he would carry on a no-
ble profession of service to mankind
;
as a Negro doctor he would carry on
an even nobler profession as a leader
of his people. He heard his mother
come to the bedroom door, look in,
and go away. Poor Momma. Tomor-
row I'll tell her. Let her be happy for
once in her life. For the first time in
years he thought of his dimly-remem-
JDcred father. She certainly had had
no joy with him.
Emma, too, was thinking of her
husband as she sat combing her hair,
readying herself for bed. Richard
looked just like Albert, she thought,
standing there and everybody—in-
cluding me—yammering at him, and
he's right, he's so right, it hurts me
to say it, and God knows he's wrong,
too. Lord, she prayed, show me the
way. Let me not be hard on my boy,
let me not drive him away like I did
Albert. Let me understand what's
best. Tomorrow, tomorrow, she would
sit and listen to him. Lord, give me
patience! Keep my lips closed, O
Lord! Fill his heart with wisdom as
Thou hast already filled it with love,
Lord! Thy will be done.
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